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Read the 4 messages carefully then answer the questions :

Jhon and Lora Smith ,

Dear sir/madam ;
I am writing to apologize for all the noise
that my children made last night. I will
make sure that they won’t repeat the same
mistake next time.
James Jhonson

Would like to invite you to their
daughter’s birthday party which will be on
Monday, January 20th . from 15 :00 to
17 :00 and looking to enjoy your time.
R .S.V.P

Dear peter,
I have just heard that you have passed
your master exam. I congratulate you and i
wish you every success in your life.
Yours, Sam Hanson

Dear sarah,
Thank you very much for your invitation,
I am afraid I can’t come to the party
because I have to visit my father in the
hospital. I hope you will have a good time.
Yours, Jhon

A) Comprehension :
1) Match each letter with its corresponding name : (2pts)

Letter
Letter
Letter
Letter

1
2
3
4

a- Congratulation
b- Invitation
c- Apology
d- Refusal.

2) Are the following statements true or false ? (2pts)

a- Smith family organizes their son’s birthday. ……………
b- James Jhonson sends the messahe to apologize for his children’s mistake
…………
c- Peter failed in the master exam. …………
d- Jhon’s father is sick. …………
3) Answer the following questions according to the texts : (4pts)

a- What is the aim of each letter ?
Letter 1 : ……………………………………………
Letter 2 :…………………………………………
Letter 3 : ……………………………………..
Letter 4 :………………………………………..
b- Is the first letter formal or informal ? justify your answer.
4) Find words that are closest in meaning to : (2pts)

a- fault (letter 2) =………………..

b- hope (letter 3) =…………………….

5) Find words that are opposite in meaning to : (2pts)

a- Failed (letter 3)#.......................

b- bad (letter 4)#.....................

6/Join the following pairs of sentences with: (both..and),(either..or),(neither..Nor):
(4pts)
1.a- The computer records information.
B-the computer stores music.
2.a -My computer is new.
B- my computer is modern.
3.a- With the keyboard we can write Arabic. B-with the keyboard we can write English.
4. a- My computer is not modern.
B-my computer is not expensive.
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7/Fill in the blanks with the right word and form expressing purpose: (1,5pts)

a- She has taken the bus …….arrive at school earlier.
b- I’m writing…….congratulate you for your success.
c- ………. To repeat the year, students have to learn harder.
8) Put the following words in the table according to the stressed syllable: (2,5pts)

Collect – magic – listen – cursor – present .
1ST syllable

2nd syllable
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